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being fat was predicted to be much larger than that ob-
served in the actual CKD population. Similar results were 
found for the fat sequestration/underdialysis hypothesis, 
but in this case the discrepancy was smaller.  Discussion:  
These models tend to support the fat sequestration and
underdialysis idea more than the wasting hypothesis. In part 
(or in whole) this may be because of inadequacies in the 
model construction which are currently based on rather 
crude assumptions. Refinement of the models may enable 
better tests between alternative ideas for the obesity para-
dox.  Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel 

 Background 

 Since the 1960s there has been an enormous increase 
in levels of body fatness in both the western world  [1, 2]  
and more recently throughout developing nations  [3, 4] . 
By the conventional definitions of obesity (body mass in-
dex, BMI  1 30) and overweight (BMI  1 25), the population 
in the USA that is obese has increased from under 5% in 
1960 to over 25% in 2004  [1, 5] . This increase has been 
matched by an even greater explosion in the numbers of 
people that are overweight (increasing from 10 to 35%). 
The largest proportional increase has been in the mor-
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 Abstract 

  Background/Aims:  Obesity is a predisposing factor for 
chronic illnesses such as type 2 diabetes, heart disease and 
cancer. In chronic kidney disease (CKD), the effect of obesity 
on mortality is reversed. Obese patients appear protected. 
Two ideas have been advanced to explain this ‘reverse epi-
demiology’. First, obesity may buffer patients from wasting. 
Second, fat may sequester uraemic toxins leading to a sys-
tematic error in the prescription of dialysis. Our aim was to 
use data on the scaling of daily energy expenditure, fat and 
lean tissue mass to predict the pattern of variation in mortal-
ity with obesity under the contrasting hypotheses.  Meth-

ods:  We used data on daily energy demands measured using 
the doubly labelled water technique and body composition 
collected on a cohort of 503 individuals to model the ex-
pected impacts of wasting and fat sequestration/underdi-
alysis on mortality.  Results:  A model predicting mortality 
due to wasting replicated the mortality pattern of the obe-
sity paradox. However, quantitatively the beneficial effect of 
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bidly obese (BMI  1 40)  [6] . Obesity is a major health prob-
lem because it increases the risk for a number of chronic 
illnesses, the most significant of which is type 2 diabetes 
 [7] . Matched with the increased risk of type 2 diabetes is 
an increased risk for cardiovascular disease  [8, 9] , fatty 
liver disease  [10]  and cancer  [11, 12] .

  In marked contrast to the effects of obesity on mortal-
ity in the general population, it has become clear over the 
past 25 years that for patients with chronic kidney disease 
(CKD), and particularly those with end-stage renal dis-
ease (ESRD), who only remain alive if maintained on reg-
ular dialysis, the association between obesity and mortal-
ity risk is the opposite: fatter individuals have a lower 
mortality risk and therefore tend to survive longer  [13–
21] . This pattern has been repeatedly demonstrated in 
many independent studies including some cohort studies 
containing in excess of 400,000 individuals  [22] . The ef-
fect appears to be independent of the actual cause of 
death, and the impact of elevated body fatness appears to 
be protective right up to very high BMI values ( 1 35) that 
have been typically called ‘morbid obesity’ reflecting the 
normally extremely negative health effects of BMI in this 
range. The effect is observed in both males and females, 
and in Caucasians, African Americans and Hispanics. 
This phenomenon, whereby in some special circum-
stances the traditionally ascribed risk factors for mortal-
ity become protective, has been termed ‘reversed epide-
miology’ or ‘the obesity paradox’  [21, 23, 24] .

  There has been a diversity of ideas that might explain 
the obesity paradox  [25]  including the suggestion that it 
may reflect only a statistical artefact or be a consequence 
of selection bias in those patients who survive to ESRD, 
since most patients with CKD will die before reaching 
this ultimate diagnosis  [23] . The fact that the paradox re-
verses following transplantation  [26]  however suggests 
that it reflects a true biological phenomenon in need of 
explanation. Moreover, the ‘obesity paradox’ generates 
some important practical conundrums. For example, 
should people with ESRD be encouraged to lose weight 
like the rest of the population, or as a precursor to trans-
plantation surgery, if this in fact increases rather than 
decreases their mortality risk?

  Two ideas have emerged as dominant potential expla-
nations of the obesity paradox in ESRD. The first sugges-
tion is that obesity has two contrasting influences on 
mortality risk which are apparent over different time do-
mains: long and short  [17, 25] . The first ‘traditional’ epi-
demiological effect is that increased obesity leads to in-
creased risk of chronic disease. Although this is called the 
‘traditional’ epidemiological effect of obesity, in fact we 

have only become aware of this effect over the past 50 or 
so years. This is because the time domain over which this 
impact of obesity becomes apparent is very long (de-
cades). We have only become aware of this negative effect 
of obesity in modern times because it is only with the ad-
vent of modern health care, the invention of antibiotics 
and the virtual elimination of death from epidemic dis-
eases in the west that people have lived long enough for 
these negative impacts of obesity to become apparent. By 
this argument the ‘original’ epidemiological effect of 
obesity, which acts over a much shorter time domain, 
may in fact have been protective.

  The classic embodiment of this ‘original’ positive epi-
demiology of obesity effects on mortality is the ‘thrifty 
gene hypothesis’  [27] . The ‘thrifty gene’ idea is that his-
torically, human populations were exposed to cyclic pe-
riods of feast and famine. Under these conditions, it is 
suggested that selection would favour individuals that 
had genes allowing them to rapidly deposit body fat dur-
ing periods of feast, because these fatter individuals 
would then have greater reserves to get them through the 
subsequent periods of famine. Although Neel  [27]  em-
phasised increased survival as the primary selective ad-
vantage, more recent studies have pointed out that a 
greater selective benefit may actually be that obese people 
could retain greater fertility during the famine periods 
 [28] .

  By this argument the ‘reverse epidemiology’ observed 
in patients with CKD may in fact be a return to the ‘orig-
inal epidemiology’ which emphasises the short-term ben-
efits of obesity in situations of severe negative energy bal-
ance (such as famines). In effect the thrifty gene hypoth-
esis posits that the modern epidemics of obesity and di-
abetes are the unfortunate consequences of embedding 
this previously advantageous genotype in a modern en-
vironment where food is readily available and easily ob-
tained, allowing individuals to deposit enormous fat re-
serves in preparation for a famine that never comes. Per-
haps then CKD is in effect the equivalent of a famine that 
the obese patient is prepared for, but the lean patient is 
not. The fact that CKD is a state of negative energy bal-
ance is supported by the observation that CKD patients 
very often experience profound wasting. Moreover, this 
idea is supported by the fact that weight loss is an inde-
pendent risk factor for mortality in CKD, while weight 
gain is protective  [15] .

  The second explanation of the obesity paradox is that 
it is in part a medical artefact based on the procedures 
used to prescribe dialysis treatment  [19, 20, 29–33] . The 
specific suggestion is that uraemic toxins are generated 
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principally by the visceral body compartment. This com-
partment is relatively large in smaller individuals so the 
production of harmful metabolites is relatively greater in 
smaller individuals  [33] . This effect is exacerbated by the 
fact that in larger individuals these metabolites may be 
diluted in a greater volume of body water, and probably 
most importantly, sequestered into fat tissue  [34] . Cur-
rent practice is that the dialysis dose is based on the dis-
tribution volume of urea (V) which approximates the 
body water volume. Specifically the dialysis dose is the 
intensity of dialysis K multiplied by time t divided by V 
(Kt/V). Clearly if uraemic toxins are produced at elevated 
rates in smaller individuals and in larger individuals are 
sequestered into fat, then smaller individuals will be rela-
tively underdialysed  [33] . It is suggested that this under-
dialysis may generate the differential mortality effect in 
ESRD, since the dialysis dose is related to mortality  [35, 
36] .

  Our curiosity in these alternative hypotheses stems 
from an interest in the validity of the idea that obesity 
once had a positive short time domain advantage, i.e. the 
notion of ‘original epidemiology’ as embodied in the 
‘thrifty gene hypothesis’.

  In fact, we have previously shown that the thrifty gene 
idea has several basic flaws  [37, 38] . First, if selection re-
ally had been so intense in our historical past due to the 
frequency of famines, and obesity was so advantageous, 
then it is difficult to understand why the favourable al-
leles for obesity have not spread through the entire popu-
lation, making us all overweight or obese. Second, a de-
tailed analysis of famine mortality reveals no supportive 
evidence that obese people survive and lean people die. 
Most mortality in famines falls on children and older 
people for reasons that are generally unrelated to their 
BMI (i.e. infectious diseases and diarrhoea) but more
related to poor food choice under severe hunger – for
example eating corpses. Given the reality of starvation 
events, it seems unlikely that there was ever a positive 
original epidemiology for obesity that is effective in the 
short time domain. This does not mean that ‘reverse epi-
demiology’ cannot be a consequence of obesity protect-
ing against negative energy balance and wasting, only 
that if this is the case, this effect is likely a modern phe-
nomenon.

  Methods 

 In this paper we will explore some ways that these two alterna-
tive hypotheses might be distinguished using information on dai-
ly energy demands and body energy storage patterns. The wasting 

hypothesis suggests that fatness protects against wasting. One 
way to view this is that the body fat and muscle is an energy store 
that persons draw on when they are in negative energy balance. 
When this reaches a critical low limit, there is no energy left in 
the store and this leaves the person unable to respond if a crisis 
happens such as a cardiovascular event. If this idea were correct, 
we would predict that the bigger the stores an individual carries, 
the longer it would be before he/she ran out of energy – explaining 
the basic ‘obesity paradox’. Moreover, if individuals expended en-
ergy at a higher rate, they would similarly exhaust their stores 
more rapidly. There is a complexity here however because bigger 
people carrying greater stores also expend more energy, so the 
exact balance between these effects is not intuitively obvious. Can 
we use data on levels of fat storage and energy demands to model 
the likely pattern of impact of body fatness on mortality under the 
wasting hypothesis? To evaluate the wasting hypothesis, we need 
to know two things: daily energy demands as a function of body 
weight, and the levels of fat and muscle tissue in relation to body 
weight.

  What does the underdialysis hypothesis predict? To model 
this hypothesis we also need to know two things. First, how the 
actual prescription varies with body size, and second, what the 
prescription should be. The actual prescription criterion for di-
alysis is Kt/V, so we can easily model this if we know how V varies 
with body weight. Knowing what the prescription ‘should be’ is 
mired in controversy  [31, 32, 39, 40] . Potential suggestions have 
been that dialysis should be independent of body size (Kt = con-
stant), scaled to resting metabolic rate, scaled to high metabolic 
rate organ mass, scaled to surface area and scaled to the mass of 
visceral tissues. The merits and demerits of the alternatives have 
been discussed elsewhere. We see two components to this issue. 
One is how to predict the production of uraemic toxins in relation 
to body size. The second problem is the envisaged sequestration 
of these toxins by body fat. We propose here that uraemic toxins 
are likely generated in relation to daily energy demands (equiva-
lent to average daily metabolic rate). Previous suggestions to scale 
dialysis to metabolic rate parameters such as resting metabolic 
rate have been criticised because the latter comprises many com-
partments of metabolism, such as from the heart and brain that 
likely contribute little to the production of uraemic toxins. For 
daily energy expenditure (DEE), the link to uraemic toxins may 
seem even more tenuous because DEE also comprises in large part 
energy expended on physical activity. Our reasoning for making 
this suggestion is as follows. The primary source of uraemic tox-
ins probably stems from processed food intake, and over the long 
term, food intake has to be closely related to DEE. This argument 
is supported by the fact that when comparisons are made across 
different mammal species, several aspects of renal physiology 
such as creatinine clearance rates and glomerular filtration rates 
 [41]  scale similarly to body weight as DEE  [42] . Given a model of 
uraemic toxin production, we also need to know how sequestra-
tion of these toxins is influenced by body fatness. The simplest 
way to model this is to assume a direct proportional uptake in re-
lation to fat mass (FM). Hence the uraemic toxins in circulation 
that need to be cleared by dialysis should be proportional to DEE/
FM. If dialysis should be proportional to DEE/FM but is in fact 
scaled to V, we can quantify the extent of underdialysis in relation 
to body weight from the ratio (DEE/FM)/V. Mortality should be 
directly proportional to this function.
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  To construct these models that predict the exact form of the 
expected relations between BMI and mortality in ESRD, data 
were required on how daily energy demands, body water, fat and 
lean tissue masses all vary in relation to body weight. We used 
data for these traits in relation to body weight that were collected 
on a large cohort of individuals (n = 503) measured in Maastricht 
in The Netherlands using the doubly labelled water method  [43] . 
We have utilised this cohort previously to explore aspects of dai-
ly energy demands in the context of the causality of obesity  [44] . 
Details of the methodology used to collect the data and subject 
characteristics can be found in Westerterp and Speakman  [44]  
and on the doubly labelled water method more generally in Speak-
man  [43] .

  Results 

 The Wasting Hypothesis 
 Daily energy expenditure in this sample was domi-

nated by two factors: body weight (t = 16.8, p  !  0.001) and 
sex (t = 10.31, p  !  0.001;  fig. 1 a). On average a female at 
any given body weight expends about 0.17 log e  units less 

energy than a male of the same weight. At a median body 
weight of 76 kg, this difference amounts to 5 MJ of en-
ergy per day. Body fatness and body lean tissue content 
were also positively related to body weight (t = 38.17, p  !  
0.001) and sex (t = 17.9, p  !  0.001;  fig. 1 b). This time, how-
ever, females had greater fatness than males. At the me-
dian body weight, this effect was equivalent to 9.5 kg ex-
tra fat tissue in a female, but the equivalent less in lean 
tissue. As individuals get heavier, the proportional con-
tribution of fat to their body weight gets greater. Hence if 
an individual reduces his/her weight from 140 to 135 kg, 
this 5-kg weight loss comprises 4.1 kg fat and 0.9 kg lean 
tissue. In contrast, an individual reducing from 65 to 60 
kg loses 2 kg fat and 3 kg lean tissue. Because fat contains 
more energy than lean tissue, the length of time that 5 kg 
of body weight can in theory sustain a person is much 
longer when they are heavier than when they are lighter.

  However, this effect is potentially offset by the greater 
energy requirement of the larger person. To model the ef-
fects of body weight and gender on energy utilisation, we 
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  Fig. 1.   a  Effects of body weight and sex on 
DEE. Heavier individuals expend more, 
and at any given weight, females expend 
less than males.  b  Effects of body weight 
and sex on fat content. Heavier individuals 
and females store more fat.  c  Modelled ef-
fects of size on survival under a wasting 
model.  d  Actual pattern of mortality in 
CKD patients based on  1 400,000 subjects 
 [22] . 
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used the regression fits relating body weight to DEE, FM 
and fat-free mass. We used an incremental model with a 
fixed lower ‘fatal’ body weight of 45 kg for a woman and 
55 kg for a man (equivalent to BMI values of 15.5 and 16.5 
in typical-height females and males, respectively). We 
started with a body weight of 50 kg for females and 60 kg 
for males and calculated how long an individual of this 
weight would survive given their energy reserves of fat 
and lean tissue at this weight and their DEE. We then 
asked how long a female weighing 65 kg and a male weigh-
ing 70 kg would take to decrease in weight to 60 and 65 
kg, respectively, and we added this time to the time to re-
duce to 55 and 60 kg. We iterated this process for weights 
up to 130 kg for men and 120 kg for women. At each 
weight these times reflect the available time before an in-
dividual would reduce to the fatal weight.

  To convert these survival times into mortalities we 
took the inverse value and using an average height of 170 
cm for females and 184 cm for males we then converted 
this relationship into the expected protection against 
wasting, as a function of BMI. These mortality rates were 
then calculated relative to that at a BMI of 22. The resul-
tant expected mortality curves under the wasting model 
are shown in  figure 1 c. These can be directly compared 
with the actual reverse epidemiology mortality curves for 
males and females as a function of BMI for 418,055 CKD 
patients  [22]  ( fig. 1 d). The similarities in the shapes of the 
model prediction and the observed pattern of mortality 
are obvious. There are however some striking differences 
as well. Most notably, the extent of mortality difference 

between the high-BMI and low-BMI individuals predict-
ed by the model (from 0.3 at BMI = 35 to 2.0 at BMI = 19) 
is much greater than that observed in the actual data 
(from 0.8 at BMI = 35 to 1.3 at BMI = 19). Moreover, the 
actual data show that female mortality was significantly 
lower than that of males at low BMI, but higher at high 
BMI  [22] , whereas the model data show the reverse expec-
tation, male mortality being lower at low BMI and higher 
at high BMI. While qualitatively successful, the model 
was quantitatively lacking.

  The Sequestration and Underdialysis Hypothesis 
 Since V is approximately equal to the body water vol-

ume and this value is derived as part of the doubly la-
belled water technique, this was easily obtained for our 
cohort ( fig. 2 a). Like fat-free mass and FM, the body water 
volume was similarly dependent on both body weight
(t = 31.8, p  !  0.001) and sex (t = 22.9, p  !  0.001). We mod-
elled sequestration by fat assuming a linear sequestration 
rate in relation to fat mass (DEE/FM). We then quantified 
the extent of ‘underdialysis’ in relation to body weight 
from the ratio (DEE/FM)/V. If underdialysis is the prob-
lem, mortality should be directly related to this function. 
We made this calculation for males and females of differ-
ent body weights between 45 and 120 kg for females and 
55–130 kg for males using the relationship shown in  fig-
ure 1 a for DEE and  figure 2 a for V (= total body water), 
and then scaled this to the BMI calculated as above for 
the wasting hypothesis, and also normalised the data to 
the mortality at BMI = 22. The resultant plot of modelled 
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  Fig. 2.   a  Effect of body weight on total body water. Bigger individuals and males have greater levels of total body 
water.  b  Modelled effect of body weight and sex on mortality under the sequestration of toxins and mispre-
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linear. 
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mortality as a function of BMI is shown in  figure 2 b. This 
can similarly be compared with the actual mortality plot 
for the obesity paradox in  figure 1 d  [22] . This pattern ap-
pears to fit the actual mortality data slightly better than 
the model based on the wasting hypothesis, although 
again there is a discrepancy in the predicted extent of the 
mortality effect of obesity, and this model predicts no dif-
ference between the sexes at all.

  Discussion 

 Overall, these analyses suggest that the pattern of 
mortality in relation to BMI that is observed in reverse 
epidemiology during ESRD fits more closely with expec-
tations derived from the sequestration of toxins and un-
derdialysis hypothesis than the wasting hypothesis. It is 
important to recognise that the usefulness of such mod-
elling exercises depends in large part on how well the 
model assumptions reflect the underlying physiology. In 
this sense, both models are likely to be imperfect – pos-
sibly seriously so. In the wasting model, we assumed that 
individuals survive during ESRD basically until they 
waste away. This assumption places a large premium on 
having large energy reserves and hence generates a large 
predicted mortality effect between high- and low-BMI 
individuals. In reality, however, patients with ESRD often 
show wasting, but seldom die directly of it, the most fre-
quent causes of death being cardiac events or infectious 
diseases. Moreover, weight loss under dialysis may not be 
progressive and causal of secondary complications, but a 
secondary effect itself following infection  [45] . The phe-
nomenon of kidney disease wasting is therefore likely 
much more complex than our simple model assumes. For 
example, patients that exercise during ESRD have a better 
survival probability than sedentary patients  [46] , while a 
simple interpretation of wasting energetics would predict 
that they should use up their energy stores more rapidly 
and have greater mortality. The mechanisms by which 
wasting might be involved, or not, in mortality events in 
CKD is uncertain, and if such mechanisms were estab-
lished it might allow refinement of the model and ulti-
mately provide stronger support for this hypothesis.

  Our assumptions about the sequestration capacity of 
fat and the production of uraemic toxins may be simi-
larly suspect. Greater knowledge of these processes would 
allow similar refinement of the model predictions. For 
example, if uraemic toxins were sequestered by fat in rela-
tion to the cube root of its mass rather than linearly, then 
the resultant model predictions for mortality match much 

more closely the actual data ( fig. 2 c). There is, however, 
no physiological justification for this assumption over 
the linear model used to derive the prediction in  fig-
ure 2 b. Perhaps this means that attempting to test be-
tween the hypotheses using this type of energetic model 
is a flawed approach. We prefer the interpretation that 
refinement of the models with better founded informa-
tion may still prove valuable for evaluating alternative ex-
planations of the obesity paradox.

  Despite our models broadly supporting the sequestra-
tion and underdialysis hypothesis, two independent fac-
tors lend additional support to the wasting hypothesis. 
First, the obesity paradox is also apparent in CKD patient 
populations that are not on dialysis  [47] . This might be 
explained by the fact that a major aspect of the underdi-
alysis idea is based around the sequestration of toxins by 
fat, which will presumably also pertain before patients 
reach ESRD and are prescribed any dialysis treatment. 
Second, however, other chronic illnesses that have a 
‘wasting’ component to them also seem to exhibit reverse 
epidemiology and an obesity paradox  [25, 48–51] . These 
include chronic heart failure, chronic obstructive pulmo-
nary disease and cancer. Clearly, in these instances, se-
questration of uraemic toxins by fat and underdialysis 
cannot be an important factor. Perhaps wasting and sep-
arate time domains of the impact of mortality from obe-
sity really do generate an obesity paradox, but in ESRD 
this effect is exacerbated by the sequestration of toxins 
and underdialysis effects. That is, both hypotheses may 
be correct and contribute to the overall effect. Compar-
ing the magnitude of the paradox in different circum-
stances may illuminate their contrasting roles. Moreover, 
perhaps deeper understanding of these wasting diseases 
may provide some useful insights into the supposed ‘orig-
inal’ epidemiology effects of obesity.
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